
RW4CB 2018 

Unit I: Globalization/Research/Non-fiction Critical Analysis 

The Method Paragraph of Analysis  

Name(s): _____________________________ 

Similar to the Notice and Focus Paragraph in which you utilized a theme/focused idea to understand 

the way the Bahamas ad depicted a certain story/narrative about the Caribbean (X), while Jamaica Kincaid’s 

chapter from A Small Place, seemed to provide more to the story that the ad of course left out (Y), you will 

be utilizing our Method work from yesterday to dissect new texts in a paragraph of analysis. (X Y) 

You will be using the XY given Z method in which you work to understand how the commercials 

from those fashion brands we viewed push one narrative (X), the story of the fashion world is much darker 

and there is much more that is left out of the constructed narrative than it would appear in the advertisements 

(Y), and given Ismail Ferdous’ NYT Op-Doc titled “The Deadly Cost of Fashion” (Z), we can more fully 

understand what lies beneath the agenda of those fashion brands like JC Penney, Joe Fresh, etc. (XY given 

Z) 

Your paragraph should use at least three specific examples from both the commercials and 

the Op-Doc, and should be between 10-15 sentences. You can work on your own or with a partner. 

No groups of three. This is due by 11:59 p.m. tonight to turnitin.com, so get it done now, so your only 

homework is to read through your APA Research Essay Assignment for Wednesday, 2/21.  
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